
ICAR-CENTRAL AVIAN RESEARCH INSTITUTE, Izatnagar-243122 
 LIVE BIRDS/CHICKS/EGGS ORDERING FORM  
 

1. Name:        2.  Mobile No.:……………………. 

3. Farm/Office/Company Address: 

 

4. Government                        Semi-Government                         Non-Government: 

5. (a) Numbers Required (fill the numbers needed in the following table) 

Breed/Variety/Strain Fertile eggs DOCs Grower/Adults Purpose* 

Kadaknath     

Aseel Peela     

Aseel Kaala     

Turkey (specify by name)     

Guinea fowl (specify by 
name) 

    

Any other (specify)     
 

 (b) Commercial Crosses Required (fill the numbers needed in the following table) 

Commercial Crosses Fertile eggs DOCs Grower/Adults Purpose* 

CARIBRO Vishal     

CARIBRO Dhanaraja     

CARI Priya     

CARI Sonali     

CARI Nirbheek     

CARI Shyama     

CARI Debendra     

CARIUTTAM     

Any other (specify)     
*Breeding / Research/ Teaching cum demonstration/ Trading /Rearing on own farm/Table egg 

production/ Meat production/ Ornamental /Game / any other (please specify) etc. 

 
     Signature of the customer 

Note: 
 Payment once made for supply will not be returned back under any circumstances. 

 Mode of payment is either through online or Demand draft 

 5% extra will be provided on all types. 

 Day old chicks come with ND vaccination, for other birds it will be as per vaccination schedule. 

 Delivery of chicks is at CARI Office only. 

 If the concerned party does not lift the day-old chicks on the schedule date, an extra amount Rs 

2.00/chick per day will be charged as incidental charges and the chick will be maintained at 

institute for a maximum of 7 days. If the concerned party does not lift chicks even after that the 

consignment will be considered cancelled and party shall have no claim. 

 Supply of fertile/hatchable eggs will be done on schedule date of consignment.  If party fails to 

lift the eggs, the order will be deemed cancelled and in such case party have no claim on 

institute. 

 In case the party fails to take the delivery of birds of particular age group on a fixed date and 

bird’s passes to next higher group the rate of next age group will be charged. 


